


1. Description of the controls

1. Reduce brightness /
30 minutes off

Functions of the buttons 

2. Increase brightness /
60 minutes off

3. Increase colour temperature /
45 minutes off

4. Reduce colour temperature /
15 minutes off

5. ON/OFF Timer 6. OFF/Night light

2. Connect and disconnect 

Connect Switch off the lights for at least 10 seconds and switch them on again. 
Press the button 5. ON/Timer 3 times (within 3 seconds). The light blinking 3 times signals that the 
connection has been successfully established. 

Disconnect Switch off the lights for at least 10 seconds and switch them on again.  
Press the button 5. ON/Timer 5 times (within 3 seconds). The light blinking 5 times signals that the 
connection has been successfully terminated. The connection can be established again, as described 
above. 

3. Night light mode 
To switch on the night light mode, please keep button 6. OFF/Night light pressed for at least 2 seconds. The brightness level of 
the night light is 3% of the maximum brightness. To go back to the previous mode, please press any button. 

4. Timer for switching off the lights
To switch on the timer-setting mode, please keep button 5. ON/Timer pressed until the LEDs blink once. Within 3 seconds,
select one of the buttons that determine the time setting of the timer. The LEDs blink 1 to 4 times (each light pulse indicates a
time duration of 15 minutes).

Press One light pulse indicates a time setting of 15 minutes  

Press Two light pulses indicate a time setting of 30 minutes 

Press Three light pulses indicate a time setting of 45 minutes 

Press Four light pulses indicate a time setting of 60 minutes 

Press Exit timer-setting mode 

5. Saving the settings 
The brightness and the colour temperature are saved after the remote control is turned off; you don’t need to reset them when
you turn it on again.
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